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What does a high practitioner of the military art and sciences, a successful commander and trainer of men, and an outstanding general staff officer find in his thirty-two years of
service and two wars? First, that political guidance and military strategic thinking are virtually absent in our affairs of the state. Higher direction of war is well below the poverty
line. Singh autopsies the 1965 war as the main example of this poverty. Startlingly, he shows that when the war was joined, a fair proportion of field commanders who failed had
already been found wanting in the eastern theatre in 1962. Higher direction was tentative and ad hoc at the Army HQ level. At the theatre level, forward command was being
exercised by the theatre commander at battalion levels, who was unable and unwilling to read the big picture and act on wide open operational possibilities being presented on a
plate by the enemy. This book lays to rest many operational ghosts of 1965.
Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution in Permanence for Our Day: Selected Writings by Raya Dunayevskaya brings out the contemporary urgency of the totality of Marx’s body of
ideas and activities, and the inseparability of his economics, humanism, and dialectic.
The Termination Report of the National War Labor Board: Industrail disputes and wage stabilization in wartimeStates at War, Volume 6The Confederate States Chronology and a
Reference Guide for South Carolina in the Civil WarUniversity Press of New England
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of On Tyranny comes a stunning new chronicle of the rise of authoritarianism from Russia to Europe and America. “A
brilliant analysis of our time.”—Karl Ove Knausgaard, The New Yorker With the end of the Cold War, the victory of liberal democracy seemed final. Observers declared the end of
history, confident in a peaceful, globalized future. This faith was misplaced. Authoritarianism returned to Russia, as Putin found fascist ideas that could be used to justify rule by
the wealthy. In the 2010s, it has spread from east to west, aided by Russian warfare in Ukraine and cyberwar in Europe and the United States. Russia found allies among
nationalists, oligarchs, and radicals everywhere, and its drive to dissolve Western institutions, states, and values found resonance within the West itself. The rise of populism, the
British vote against the EU, and the election of Donald Trump were all Russian goals, but their achievement reveals the vulnerability of Western societies. In this forceful and
unsparing work of contemporary history, based on vast research as well as personal reporting, Snyder goes beyond the headlines to expose the true nature of the threat to
democracy and law. To understand the challenge is to see, and perhaps renew, the fundamental political virtues offered by tradition and demanded by the future. By revealing
the stark choices before us--between equality or oligarchy, individuality or totality, truth and falsehood--Snyder restores our understanding of the basis of our way of life, offering a
way forward in a time of terrible uncertainty.
Mansfield Park is in essence a tapestry of allusions to various works of literature and events in history to which Jane Austen left abundant "clues." This book is about finding and
interpreting those "clues." Works of literature alluded to include, among others, Spenser's The Faerie Queene, Dante's Inferno and Milton's Paradise Lost. Events in history
alluded to include the slavery issue of Jane Austen's day, the American Revolution, the Battle of Actium, the Battle of Trafalgar and the then-looming War of 1812.
Women now represent over half of medical school matriculants, almost half of residents and fellows, and over a third of practicing physicians nationally. Despite considerable
representation among the physician workforce, women are paid 75 cents on the dollar compared with their male counterparts after accounting for specialty, geography, time in
practice, and average hours per week worked. This pay gap is significantly greater than the one reported for US women workers as a whole and has shown little improvement
over time. While much has been written about the problem, a robust discussion about how to rectify the situation has been missing from the conversation. Closing the Gender
Pay Gap in Medicine is the first comprehensive assessment of how cultural expectations and compensation methodologies in medicine work together to perpetuate salary
disparities between men and women physicians. Since the gender gap reflects a convergence of forces within our healthcare enterprises, achieving pay equity can be an
overwhelming undertaking for institutions and their leaders. However, compensation is foremost a business endeavor. Therefore, a roadmap for operationalizing equity within the
finance, human resources, and compliance structures of our organizations is critical to eliminating disparities. The roadmap described in this book breaks down the component
parts of compensation methodology to reveal their unintentional impact on salary equity and lays out processes and procedures that support new approaches to generate fair and
equitable outcomes. Additionally, the roadmap is anchored in change management principles that address institutional culture and provide momentum toward salary equity. The
book begins with a review of the evidence on the gender pay gap in medicine. The following chapter discusses how gender-based differences in performance assessments,
specialty choice, domestic responsibilities, negotiation, professional resources, sponsorship, and clinical productivity accumulate across women’s careers in medicine and impact
evaluation, promotion, and therefore compensation in the healthcare workplace. The next two chapters focus, respectively, on how compensation is determined - highlighting
potential pitfalls for pay equity - and regulatory and legal considerations. Chapters 5 and 6 explore organizational infrastructure, salary data collection and analysis, and culture
change strategies necessary to rectify compensation inequities. Chapter 7 offers a detailed account of one medical institution’s successful journey to achieve salary equity. The
book’s final chapter emphasizes that closing the gender pay gap is at its essence a business endeavor and recommends that organizations assess progress and cost with the
same attention, rigor, and regularity as afforded other operating expenses. Closing the Gender Pay Gap in Medicine offers a detailed roadmap for healthcare organizations
seeking to close the gender pay gap among their physician workforce. This first-of-its-kind book will assist institutions plan courses of action and identify potential pitfalls so they
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can be understood and mitigated. It will also prove a valuable resource for transformational leadership and systems-based change critical to attaining compensation equity.
The twentieth century is as remarkable for its world wars as it is for its efforts to outlaw war in international and constitutional law and politics. Japan in the World examines some
of these efforts through the life and work of Shidehara Kijuro, who was active as diplomat and statesman between 1896 until his death in 1951. Shidehara is seen as a guiding
thread running through the first five decades of the twentieth century. Through the 1920s until the beginning of the 1930s, his foreign policy shaped Japan's place within the
community of nations. The positive role Japan played in international relations and the high esteem in which it was held at that time goes largely to his credit. As Prime Minister
and 'man of the hour' after the Second World War, he had a hand in shaping the new beginning for post-war Japan, instituting policies that would start his country on a path to
peace and prosperity. Accessing previously unpublished archival materials, Schlichtmann examines the work of this pacifist statesman, situating Shidehara within the context of
twentieth century statecraft and international politics. While it was an age of devastating total wars that took a vast toll of civilian lives, the politics and diplomatic history between
1899 and 1949 also saw the light of new developments in international and constitutional law to curtail state sovereignty and reach a peaceful order of international affairs. Japan
in the World is an essential resource for understanding that nation's contributions to these world-changing developments.
This book reflects the hope of all peoples of the world to live in peace and prosperity and rid themselves forever from wars and threat of war. It's a book for everyone to read.
1998.
I hope the essays in this book will help to warn the people of the United States and help them prepare for a nuclear war for failure to heed the warning of Netanyahu. I fervently pray that this
will not be so. We must wait to see whether the United States will welcome the warning of Netanyahu. We know what happened after the first warning of Churchill. We must wait to see of the
United States will heed the warning of Netanyahu.
Merriam Press Aviation History 4. First Edition (2014). Inducted in 1942, Johnson went through pilot training, followed by airborne operations flight training with the 27th Troop Carrier
Squadron, 10th Troop Carrier Group. Assignment to the 49th Troop Carrier Squadron, 313th Troop Carrier Wing, for training in Sicily in late 1943 came next. Assigned to the 36th Troop
Carrier Squadron, 316th Troop Carrier Group, in November 1943, for training for the Normandy D-Day invasion, followed by support for the invasion and Allied advance across Europe during
the summer of 1944. Also during this period, he trained for Operation Market Garden, as part of the armada that dropped the 82nd Airborne Division. His C-47 was shot down during this
mission and he became a POW. In addition to detailing his life as a POW, from capture and interrogation to life in Stalag Luft 1A, through liberation, Johnson includes details of what it was like
back home for his family, particularly after he was listed as Missing in Action after being shot down, including his parents' efforts at trying to get more details from politicians, the Army and
members of his unit in England. A detailed personal account by a C-47 pilot who flew Un-Armed, Un-Armored and Un-Escorted over the skies of Europe, delivering men and materiel where it
was needed to defeat the enemy. 35 photos and documents Contents Introduction Prelude: 18 September 1944 Chapter 1: The Beginning: It All Started Here Chapter 2: Induction: U.S. Army,
Fort Thomas, Kentucky Chapter 3: Loneliness and Mournful Sounds Chapter 4: Casey Jones School of Aeronautics Chapter 5: A Prophecy Unfolds Chapter 6: Aviation Cadet Days: Part 1,
Classification/Pre-Flight/Primary Chapter 7: Aviation Cadet Days: Part 2, Basic —Advanced Chapter 8: Prepare for Combat: Bergstrom Field, Austin, Texas, June-July 1943 Chapter 9:
Dunnellon, Florida Chapter 10: This One is for the Birds: Dunnellon, Florida, September 1943 Chapter 11: Off to War Chapter 12: Rain Clock: A Jungle Jaunt, 11 October 1943 Chapter 13:
Sicily: Trapani/Milo and Castelvetrano, October 12, 1943-February 15, 1944 Chapter 14: Emerald Isle Interlude Chapter 15: Settling In: Preparing for D-Day Chapter 16: First with the Best:
Operation OVERLORD: Airborne Mission, NEPTUNE: Boston-Freeport, June 5-6, 1944 Chapter 17: Between Major Combat Missions Chapter 18: Operation MARKET GARDEN Chapter 19:
From Hot Pilot to POW Chapter 20: Interrogation: A Psychological Experience 175 Chapter 21: Dulag Luft Transit Camp, October 1944 Chapter 22: Stalag Luft 1A, Part 1 Chapter 23:
Meanwhile Back Home, Part 1 Chapter 24: Stalag Luft 1A, Part 2 Chapter 25: At Last, Homeward Bound Chapter 26: Meanwhile Back Home, Part 2 The Author
“We’re always looking for fights with more powerful foes. The fun’s just getting started.” After wiping out Black Wind in Toraj and fulfilling his desire to fight the Heroes of Deramis, Kelvin
returns to Parth just in time to greet the goddess Melfina, who has finally finished preparing her artificial body and is ready to join the party in person. Along with her descent to the mortal
plane, she bestows the Blessing of the Goddess of Reincarnation upon Kelvin, which enables him to summon a Hero of his own! As Kelvin’s party continues growing in size and in strength,
the militaristic nation of Trycen stirs in the shadows. Amid the rapidly changing situation, Parth’s ultimate battle junkie receives notice of his Rank S promotion exam, which requires him
to...solve a mystery?! Join this black-clad warrior and his allies as the action ramps up even more in the fourth volume of this epic journey!
48 Chapters. Chapter 1 Introductory 10 Section 1 Recent Studies 10 Section 2 Joan, Her Own Historian 15 Section 3 The Church and Joan 16 Chapter 2 The Mission of Joan 18 Section 1
General View 18 Section 2 The Supernatural in the Mission of Joan 19 Section 3 Her Prophecies 22 Section 4 Joan's Pre-eminent Sanctity 25 Section 5 Joan's Military Genius 27 Chapter 3
Christendom at the Time of Joan of Arc 30 Section 1 General View 30 Section 2 England and France 32 Section 3 Dimensions of the French Princes 34 Chapter 4 Charles VII 39 Chapter 5
Condition of the People 43 Chapter 6 Joan's Early Years 46 Section 1 Her Birthplace 46 Section 2 Joan's Family and its Condition, Her House and Name 48 Section 3 Her Birth and the
Chronology of Her Life 54 Chapter 7 The Unfolding of the Flower - Joan's Manner of Life at Domremy 57 Section 1 As She Appeared to Others 57 Section 2 Her Heavenly Visitors 61 Chapter
8 Joan Enters on Her Military Career - She Goes to Vaucouleurs 66 Chapter 9 Joan Goes to the King at Chinon 71 Section 1 Across France 71 Section 2 With the King of Chinon 73 Section 3
At Poitiers and Tours - Her Sword and Banner 78 Section 4 Joan's Attire and Appearance 82 Chapter 10 The Land, The Parties and the Men When Joan Comes 85 Section 1 The Land 85
Section 2 The Parties, National and Anti-national 86 Section 3 Some of the Men with Joan 89 Chapter 11 War in Joan's Time - Her Army 91 Section 1 Manner of Warfare 91 Section 2 Joan's
Army 93 Chapter 12 The City of Orleans at the Time of the Siege 95 Chapter 13 The Siege Until the Coming of Joan 98 Chapter 14 Joan Comes to Orleans 104 Section 1 The Convoy Made
Ready at Blois - Joan's Letter to the English 104 Section 2 The Revictualing of Orleans 106 Section 3 Joan Enters the City 109 Chapter 15 Joan Raises the Seige 111 Chapter 16 The
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Campaign of the Loire 122 Section 1 Joan Goes to Meet the King 122 Section 2 Preparation for the Campaign 124 Section 3 The Taking of Jargeau 125 Section 4 Meung, Beaugency and
Patay 127 Chapter 17 Joan Leands the King to be Crowned 130 Section 1 Slow to Move 130 Section 2 What Might Have Been 133 Section 3 Joan's Manner of Warfare 135 Section 4 A
Bloodless March Through Foes 137 Chapter 18 The Crowning 144 Chapter 19 After the Coronation 147 Section 1 Duplicity and Treason 147 Section 2 Advance and Retreat 149 Chapter 20
To Paris! 154 Section 1 Advancing to Battle. Joan's Position. Joy of the People 154 Section 2 A Drawn Battle 155 Section 3 Further Successes and Vain Negotiations 157 Section 4 Joan
Leaves Compiegne - Message of Count d'Armagnac 158 Section 5 Joan Marches 160 Chapter 21 The Fight for Paris 161 Chapter 22 The Great Retreat and After 166 Section 1 The Retreat
166 Section 2 Joan Parted from Alencon - Subsequent Movements 167 Section 3 Joan at Bourges 168 Section 4 Joan Unmasks Catherine of La Rochelle 169 Section 5 The Taking of St
Pierre-le-Moustier 169 Section 6 Failure at La Charite 171 Section 7 The Ennobling of Joan's Family 171 Section 8 Winter and Spring 172 Chapter 23 Joan's Last Campaign 173 Section 1
She Comes to Lagny - Defeat and Execution of Franquet d'Arras 173 Section 2 The Prediction of Joan's Capture 174 Section 3 The Position of Burgundy and the English 175 Chapter 24 The
Siege of Compiegne 177 Chapter 25 The Sortie and Capture of Joan 182 Chapter 26 Was Joan Betrayed? 186 Chapter 27 Position of Joan as Captive 188 Chapter 28 Joan in Captivity From Compiegne to Rouen 192 Chapter 29 Joan's Last Prison 198 Plus More!!! 272 Pages.
Little research has explored the everyday, simple and long-term experience of maternal holding, particularly after the first year of a child’s life. The research that has been undertaken commonly examines
holding through the lens of attachment with a focus on the impact of holding upon the child. Employing an arts-based collaborative inquiry approach, participants’ stories of holding, as well as the author’s
own, convey the significant maternal experiences of holding their children over individual arts therapeutic sessions. Optimal moments of holding included strange, powerful and meaningful experiences of
expansion into self-in-relationship. Attention is drawn to the ways in which holding can alert us to the current state of mother/child relationships; how we understand, story and structure those relationships;
and the ways in which we can attend to holding in order to develop deeply satisfying experiences of a mother/child ‘us’. An Arts Therapeutic Approach to Maternal Holding aims to draw attention to the
intersubjective qualities of the mother/child relationship, explore why holding matters, and offer suggestions for therapeutic practice. This book is essential reading for therapeutic practitioners and those in
allied health fields who work with mothers and children.
Although many Civil War reference books exist, Civil War researchers have until now had no single compendium to consult on important details about the combatant states (and territories). This crucial
reference work, the sixth in the States at War series, provides vital information on the organization, activities, economies, demographics, and laws of Civil War South Carolina. This volume also includes the
Confederate States Chronology. Miller enlists multiple sources, including the statutes, Journals of Congress, departmental reports, general orders from Richmond and state legislatures, and others, to
illustrate the rise and fall of the Confederacy. In chronological order, he presents the national laws intended to harness its manpower and resources for war, the harsh realities of foreign diplomacy, the
blockade, and the costs of states’ rights governance, along with mounting dissent; the effects of massive debt financing, inflation, and loss of credit; and a growing raggedness within the ranks of its army.
The chronology provides a factual framework for one of history’s greatest ironies: in the end, the war to preserve slavery could not be won while 35 percent of the population was enslaved.
Ever since I was young, I was an orphan. There was always a mysterious person who sent me money by letter to live with me, until I graduated from university and lived by myself. The mysterious person told
me to go to a place called Green Rock Village and enter the Bei family mansion to search for something.Female ghost search for husband, metal coffin spirit sealed, return of undead, demon of ghost doctor
and play ... That was how my life began.Furthermore, I did not expect that all of this was my fate. Furthermore, it was a curse that I could not escape from ...
What exactly is torture? Should we torture suspected terrorists if they have information about future violent acts? Defining torture carefully, the book defends the idea that all people are valuable, and rejects
moral defenses of torture. It focuses particularly on practices like sensory deprivation, which perniciously attack the human psyche.
As an introduction to the principles of Social Capitalism, the author describes the transformation of society and the world of work over the past 60 years, and how this calls for an entirely new perspective of
political and economic issues.
A massive set of classic books includes the most influential works of literature, philosophy, and science, in the history of the West.
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